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Abstract

A Pub/Sub Data Gathering Framework Integrating
Wireless Sensor Networks and Mobile Phones

He Huang

In this report, we propose a data gathering framework integrating wireless sensors
with mobile phones based on the observation that individual mobile devices can serve
as supplement to the static deployed wireless sensor networks. The framework
employs an intermediate broker network built upon DHT overlay in its basic
infrastructure to dispatch data by means of publish/subscribe paradigm. A location
based subscription installation is introduced, through which end users can subscribe
to their interested events within a specified target location area. Event data
notifications are multicast efficiently by the broker network back to the
corresponding subscriber clients when they are matched successfully against any
subscriptions.

In order to support client mobility, we also propose a protocol which implements a
client location registration and lookup process as well as a relocation handover
process. The protocol leverages the DHT storage of broker nodes to trace client
location. It is able to buffer the event data when clients are absent to the framework
and replay them efficiently to the new location in case of client relocation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely deployed for data collection in

domains like environment monitoring, health care or military defense. A

large number of research activities have been conducted to investigate into

different network deployment, routing and data collection strategies within

the pure static wireless sensor networks, for instance, mesh network, ad-hoc

routing, data mules etc. However, the functionalities and capacities for pure

wireless sensor networks are very limited due to the following reasons:

• Sensors are small devices with limited power and storage capacities,

which prevent the sensor devices from being a comprehensive node for

data collecting, processing and storing.

• Sensor devices are interconnected through cost-saving radio. As a

result of this, the deployment is restricted with a poor scalability in

reality.

• The wireless network has to rely on external user interfaces to present

the data being collected. Data sinks are often used as a very common

methodology to gather data together and present data to the end user

through a GUI interface which has access to the data storage.

In the meantime, modern mobile phones are held by individuals, having

more computing capabilities, less resource constraints, equipped with var-

ious sensor devices and support advanced user interfaces. Because of the

strong mobility characteristic of personal mobile devices, information can be
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accessed by individual users anywhere at any time. In addition, more and

more modern mobile devices are equipped with diverse embedded sensors.

They can serve as data collection or environment monitoring terminals and

support powerful data pre-processing, since much more memory and proces-

sor capabilities are available compared to wireless sensors. Therefore, our

vision is that more powerful data gathering frameworks can be built by in-

tegrating mobile phones both as sensing data providers and consumers with

WSNs. Data can be collected by the sensing clients involved and accessed by

the end users directly through their handy mobile devices. With the help of

mobile devices, the sensing scope can be dramatically enlarged because peo-

ple can move to those areas which cannot be covered by static WSNs with

mobile devices carried in their pockets. Another benefit is that data can be

disseminated and presented to end users through mobile device clients in

a more diverse way with the factors of complicated mobility patterns and

powerful graphical user interfaces of mobile devices.

Such frameworks, compared to pure static WSNs, take the advantages of

pervasive personal mobile devices and are adapted to information sensing

and sharing systems deployed in large areas, such as city-wised event sens-

ing or industry environment sensing. Potential applications could be free

parking places sensing or road condition sensing within a city. Information

can be gathered through wireless sensors deployed all over around the city

or through personal mobile phones. The gathered information is stored in

the framework system and accessed by the people who have interest in it

via their own mobile devices.
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1.2 Challenges

When we design the framework with both WSNs and mobile devices inte-

grated, challenges lie in the following areas.

1.2.1 Communication between Mobile Devices and Sensors

One problem is the lack of a common communication mechanism between

mobile devices and wireless sensors. On one hand, the most popular wireless

connectivity standard between sensor nodes are 802.15.4 [1]. On the other

hand, most mobile devices nowadays, due to the problem of production cost,

are only wireless connection enabled with either Bluetooth [2] or WiFi [3].

Consequently, mobile devices and sensors cannot communicate with each

other directly if without any assistance from peripheral equipments.

1.2.2 Data Gathering Paradigm

When designing a data collection framework, one problem has to be con-

cerned is the paradigm for communication between different end nodes.

Most existing frameworks apply a query/response paradigm. A user issues a

query request to the framework targeting at particular types of information.

The framework is responsible for scheduling the query task and assigning it

to one or more chosen sensor clients, which will carry out the sensing task

and collect requested data. A response with collected data encapsulated

will be sent back to the user whenever data is ready on the sensing nodes.

SenseWeb [4] and IrisNet [5] are typical examples of this type of paradigm.

Another paradigm is the publisher/subscriber approach. Subscriber clients

describe their interests in types of data in the format of subscriptions and
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register their subscriptions into the framework. Whenever an event happens,

if the event is successfully matched against any subscriptions, notifications

with relevant data encapsulated will be disseminated to the corresponding

subscribers.

The choice of approaches to use depends on the requirement of the applica-

tion and will have a large impact on the design of the system architecture.

1.2.3 Network Structure and Routing

Given an infrastructure with both mobile devices and static sensors deployed

randomly, the main challenge we face here is to consider which network

structure or topology should be applied and how user requests or collected

data should be routed within the framework. The design must empower the

following aspects.

• The network structure or topology to be applied should ease the de-

ployment process of the framework system and reduce the limitations

on deployment.

• Distributed system architecture should be used to guarantee the scal-

ability of the system and avoid single point failure. Furthermore, if a

user request a data locally near the current location, neither the re-

quest message nor the data message should be routed to other places

which are far away.

• Routing strategies should be efficient in terms of time and message

overhead, meanwhile increase in limited proportion of the network

size. Moreover, the routing should be robust and high available in
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case of any node failure along the routing path.

Structured peer-to-peer technology, such as DHT [6] appears to be a good

choice because of its outstanding features such as fully distributed, fault-

tolerance, self-organized, scalability and the efficient KBR (Key Based Rout-

ing) routing strategy. KBR routing in P2P network removes the dependency

on the underlying network topology and make it possible for the routing pro-

cess to survive from node failure along the routing path. Here we take Pastry

[7] as an example of DHT and give a brief introduction on its design.

Pastry

Pastry is a structured peer-to-peer DHT overlay, which applies a longest

prefix matching strategy in its KBR routing.

Each node in Pastry is assigned a unique, m-bit node ID. The set of existing

node IDs is uniformly distributed by hashing the node’s public key or IP

address. The whole key space is taken to be circular. Similar to other

DHT overlay, adjacent nodes on the ring are probably not neighbors in the

underlying network topology. Each participating node in Pastry maintains

and exchanges state information with others, including a leaf set, a neighbor

list and a routing table. A leaf set consists of the L/2 (L is the size of the

leaf set) closest peers by node id in each direction on the ring. The neighbor

list stores information about peers nearby. It only provides information

for updating the leaf set and the routing table and does not participate in

routing decision. Each Pastry node maintains a routing table with each row

as one address block. To form the address blocks, the m-bit key is divided

up into digits with each digit being b bits long, yielding a numbering system

with base 2b. Each digit forms an address level and is corresponding to a row
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in the routing table. Each row in the routing table contains the address of

the closest known peer for each possible combination of bits at each address

level, except for the digit that belongs to the node itself at that particular

level. This results in 2b − 1 node entries per row in the routing table, with

the number of address levels scaling as log2b N .

Given a message for routing and a key as the destination node ID, Pastry will

route the message hop by hop to a living node whose node ID is numerically

closest to the key. Whenever a node has a packet to route, it first searches

its leaf set and routes directly to the node if the destination key is found in

the set. If this fails, the routing table of the node will be consulted in order

to find the address of a node as the next hop which shares a longer prefix

with the destination node ID than the routing node itself. If no node with

a longer prefix can be found or the next hop node corrupted, the routing

node will pick another node with the same prefix length as itself but whose

node ID is numerically closer to the destination and relays the packet to that

node. The routing protocol guarantees that the routing path converges to

a living node. Assuming a Pastry network consisting of N nodes, since the

distance on the ring is halved in each hop, the message routing complexity

in hops is ⌈log2b N⌉ (b is the digit length of node ID in bits).

Figure 1 shows a Pastry node ID space in a ring, where m = 128. Therefore

the whole ID space has a node capacity of 2128 − 1. A message targeting

at the key d46a1c is routed from node 65a1fc to node d467c4, whose ID is

numerically closest to the key, with a total hop count equal to 4. For each

hop, the node ID space is halved.

A complete Pastry routing table of node 65a1x is depicted in figure 2 with

the digit length b = 4. The routing table contains 4 rows and 16 columns
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Figure 1: Pastry node id space and KBR routing

Figure 2: Pastry routing table
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(b=4, so digits are in base 16). All cells in the row i share a common prefix

length of i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). ”x” in each node ID prefix stands for an arbitrary

suffix of the node ID. Each row contains an empty cell which indicates the

hosting node itself, which is 65a1x in this example. The IP address is also

attached to each node present in the routing table and used to forward the

message to the next hop. Due to the discrete distribution of node IDs and

churn of nodes in reality, the routing table might be incomplete with the

information of some cells missing. The Pastry routing protocol applies a

best effort strategy to always forward the message to either a node with

common longer prefix or a node with numerical closer node ID. As a result,

the routing path always converges to a single alive node in the overlay.

In the presence of node join and failure, nodes will share state information by

messages so that leaf sets and routing tables on nodes can keep up-to-dated.

Detail routines are described in paper [7]. Briefly, an arriving node with

the assigned node ID X can initialize its local state by contacting a nearby

node A (information about A can be acquired through pre-configuration or

administrator) and requiring A to route a JOIN message using X as the

destination key. This message is routed to the existing node Z whose node

ID is numerically closest to X. X then obtains the leaf set from Z, and the

ith row of the routing table from the ith node along the route path from A

to Z. Node X utilizes these information as a good estimate to initialize its

local state and notify nodes that need to know of its arrival. When state

information from other nodes are received, node X will update its leaf set

and routing table if necessary so as to be more precise.

Node departures are handled by periodically exchange keep-alive messages

between neighboring nodes. If a node is unresponsive for a period T, it is
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presumed failed. All members of the failed node’s leaf set are then notified

and they update their leaf sets. Routing table entries that pointing to failed

nodes are repaired lazily.

1.2.4 Mobility Support

The introduction of mobile devices leads to a big challenge on mobility

support in message routing. As users are moving, the framework must be

aware of the current location of each user. All the messages targeting at a

group of particular users should be redirected efficiently to those users as

those users’ location are kept updating from time to time. No data loss is

allowed during the user relocation process if enough data storage is ensured.

The framework should support data buffering for a mobile phone which has

moved out of the communication scope. When the mobile phone becomes

reachable again, data buffered in the framework should be able to be replayed

to the mobile phone as required. Inefficient data routing scenarios, such as

the triangle routing problem, should be avoided.

1.3 Solution Outline

We proposed a publish/subscribe framework architecture and address the

challenges mentioned above by introducing a location-based routing strat-

egy built on top of a fully distributed peer-to-peer broker network overlay.

Users can register their subscriptions to interesting events in a specified tar-

get location area in the broker network. Publication from sensor clients or

sensing capable mobile clients are triggered by observing interesting events

and event data can be sent to the broker network and dispatched to the cor-
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responding subscribing clients. The P2P broker network is responsible for

dispatching publication and subscription messages for the attached clients

and it consists of broker nodes, which are devices serving as connection gate-

ways for heterogeneous wireless communication standards. The P2P overlay

is independent on the underlying network topology. Efficient routing strate-

gies are facilitated by exploring the proximity adaptation in structured P2P

overlay to the underlying topology, which in our case is a refined broker

node ID assignment in accordance to a deployment space partition strategy.

A location-based routing protocol is applied to install user subscriptions

into the broker overlay network to avoid the requirement of high message

overhead routing scenarios as flooding. Event data notifications are routed

to subscribing clients via a multicast protocol which leverages the existing

information in the node local routing table of traditional P2P KBR routing.

Moreover, the framework is extended by us to support user client mobil-

ity. User location information can be registered and updated in the broker

overlay network and a handover protocol is applied to redirect event data

dissemination to new locations as clients are moving. The mobility sup-

port extension is built on top of the P2P KBR as well and ensures message

completeness, time efficiency and message overhead efficiency.

1.4 Report Structure Outline

The rest of this report is organized as follows: Section II provides infor-

mation of related work. An overview of the network infrastructure and

software architecture of the framework nodes are presented in section III.

Section IV introduces our deployment space partitioning strategy and the

location-based feature for the DHT protocol in the overlay tier in our frame-
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work. Details of publish/subscribe routing protocol design are presented in

section V. The protocol handing handover process for mobile clients will be

explained in section VI and simulation results of scenarios with static and

mobile clients are evaluated in section VII. Then we give a discussion about

future work in section VIII and a conclusion in section IX.

2 Related Work

WSN in general or integration between WSN and mobile devices in par-

ticular, are areas of considerable research interests. This chapter touches

on some of the most salient related work of our design of the data gather-

ing framework. We divided it into three sections, WSN and mobile device

integration; publish/subscribe architectures and client mobility support.

2.1 WSN and Mobile devices Integration

Diverse integration solutions of WSNs with mobile devices have been created

in the recent research activities. With the common goal of gathering data

from environment efficiently and expanding the size of the sensing scope

and the system scalability, different infrastructures and data dissemination

methodologies have been investigated.

SenseWeb [4] is a centralized framework which supports shared sensing with

both static sensor devices and various mobile clients. Sensing gateways are

responsible for collecting all sensing data from the static sensors. Mobile

proxies are deployed to serve as the gateways for all mobile devices. All
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data collected via the sensing gateways and the mobile proxies are reported

to a centralized coordinator server, which has a storage for data persistence

and a tasking module for task scheduling and assignment to static or mobile

sensing clients. WebService interface, for instance RESTful [8], are used

as the message interaction for the data collection and the task assignment

between the coordinator server and static/mobile clients. Various shared

sensing applications can be built based on the SenseWeb via WebService

API interfaces provided by the framework. The main weakness of SenseWeb

is the centralized storage and task control unit on the coordinator server,

which limits the scalability of the framework in terms of the number of

supported clients.

Another framework is the mWSN system presented in the paper [9]. The

mWSN framework utilizes the mobile devices as mobile sinks to collect data

from the sensor tier and dump the collected data into a static deployed

base station. The mobile sink tier applies an opportunistic data exchange

protocol and the framework is suitable for sensing scenario with large delay

tolerance. However, the data gathering mechanism in mWSN heavily relies

on the density of the mobile devices available in the mobile sink tier as well

as the mobility pattern of those involved mobile phones.

The frameworks mentioned above address the data gathering problem be-

tween WSN and mobile devices with a query based communication mech-

anism. Our design differs from these existing solution in that we apply a

publish/subscribe paradigm for data gathering strategy in our framework,

which appears to be simpler but more efficient for event based sensing ap-

plications.
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2.2 Publish/Subscribe Framework

TinySIP [10] makes the functionality of the Session Initiator Protocol (SIP)

available to WSNs. TinySIP supports session semantics, publish/subscribe,

and instant messaging. In TinySIP most communication is done by address-

ing individual devices. As device addresses are related to the gateway being

used.

Mires [11] is another publish/subscribe architecture for WSNs. In Mires,

sensors only publish readings after the user has subscribed to the specific

sensor reading. Messages are aggregated in cluster leader nodes. Subscrip-

tions are issued from the sink node directly connected to the end user ter-

minals, which then receive all interesting publications.

DV/DRP [12] is a publish/subscribe architecture in which subscriptions are

made based on the content of the desired messages. Subscriptions are flooded

in the network. Intermediate nodes aggregate subscriptions and forward

publications only if there is an interest for this publication.

Rebeca [13] avoids the flooding in subscription installation by spreading the

advertisement of publication in the network. Subscriptions are propagated

along the reverse path of advertisements. Similar to DV/DRP, intermediate

nodes aggregate subscriptions and event data and disseminate them to the

desired destinations. In order for the relevant protocols to work properly,

an acyclic underlying topology is required.

Two drawbacks are addressed within the systems mentioned above. First,

they are dependent on the underlying infrastructure or network topology,

which reduces the flexibility of WSN application deployment. Second, ei-

ther advertisements or subscriptions have to be flooded into the network so
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that they can meet each other, which lead to large message overhead on

bandwidth. Structured P2P network, concretely, the DHT overlay is con-

sidered to be a good solution for building a publish/subscribe framework for

data gathering application, because of its outstanding features such as self-

organization, independence of underlying network topology and the failover

capability in routing.

Scribe [14] is a well-known publish/subscribe system built on a peer-to-

peer overlay. The subscription and the publication messages of the same

event type converge at a single rendezvous node. Nodes showing interest

in the same event are organized into a tree root at the rendezvous node.

Publications from different nodes are always sent to the rendezvous node

and then disseminated to all interesting nodes along different paths on the

tree. Hermes [15] is an improvement for Scibe, which takes the advantage of

the footmark data left on the nodes along the subscription propagation path

to match the corresponding event publication message as early as possible,

hence avoids the potential traffic congestion on the rendezvous nodes.

However, neither Scribe nor Hermes provides a solution to avoid the triangle

routing problem. Since the node ID assignment strategy in P2P overlay is

inconsistent to the underlying network topology, subscriptions and publica-

tions generated geographically close could be routed towards a rendezvous

node located far away with a KBR routing protocol, which results into an

unnecessary message latency.

Our framework addresses this problem by providing a location-based aware-

ness strategy, which partitions the deployment space into a kd-tree [16] and

assign broker node ID accordingly. Subscriptions are installed efficiently in

terms of message overhead onto broker nodes which are geographically close
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to the location of potential publisher clients via the location information en-

capsulated in the message headers. Publication messages are matched on a

nearby broker node and event data are disseminated efficiently to subscriber

clients through an ID-based multicast routing protocol. Triangle routing is

completely avoided in a deployment with only static clients.

2.3 Client Mobility Support

Client mobility support is another key problem regarding the integration

of WSNs and mobile devices. Research has been done to investigate into

protocols handing the routing path redirection and the handover process

between different broker nodes a client early or late associates with.

[17] presents the mobile client supporting protocol used in Rebeca system.

It relies on an acyclic underlying network topology so that a conjunction

node of the old and new routing paths can always be found. Routing path

can be atomically reset on the conjunction node. In addition, it requires the

mobile client to restore all the previous subscriptions after client relocation.

[18] explores the possibility to create a generic solution for different pub-

lish/subscribe frameworks by introducing a common component called ”mo-

bile proxy”. Incoming messages to a moving out client can be buffered on

the mobile proxy and later on be replayed to another mobile proxy to which

the mobile client is moving in. However, questions like how to avoid triangle

routing in mobile scenarios and simplify the requirements on mobile clients

are not discussed in the paper.

MobileIP protocol [19, 20] uses techniques like Care-of-Address (CoA), Home

Agent (HA) and Foreign Agent (FA) to cope with the host mobility issue.
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However the original basic protocol suffers from the triangle routing prob-

lem. The extension protocol solves it by introducing the concept of forward

pointer and special tunnel on the foreign agent, which ensures that only a

little amount of packets after handover will be triangle routed and the rout-

ing path conversion happens on demand, namely being delayed until some

notifications with old destination information arrive.

Our mobility support solution is inspired by the MobileIP protocol. We

take the advantages of ideas of on demand handover to avoid triangle routing

scenarios. Rather than the implementation of MobileIP in the network layer,

we build up our handover protocols on the application layer, which allows

us to explore the information from the P2P overlay.

3 System Overview

In this chapter, we first give an overview of the network infrastructure of our

system and give a brief introduction on roles of the broker nodes and clients

in the system. Then we present the software hierarchies on the broker nodes

and the mobile client nodes respectively.

3.1 Network Infrastructure

The basic network infrastructure consists of three kinds of nodes, brokers,

sensors and mobile phones. Figure 3 shows a deployment field with these

nodes.

Brokers are devices that support various underlying communication stan-

dards, such as WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee etc. They are supposed to be inter-
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Figure 3: network infrastructure with sensors and mobile devices

connected with each other through a network and there are no restrictions

on what kind of network topologies they should form. In our framework,

brokers serve as the gateways to client nodes, which are wireless sensors or

mobile phones. The role of brokers is to maintain attached client informa-

tion, store client subscriptions, route event notifications to subscribers and

handle the handover process if client mobility feature is supported. Certain

amount of storage for storing subscriptions, client information and buffered

sensing data is required on each broker in the framework.

Any wireless sensors or mobile devices which are capable of communicating

with brokers through wireless connections can be attached to our frame-

work, publishing and gathering interesting data. These client nodes could

be wireless sensor devices, a sub-WSN or mobile phones.
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As client devices, wireless sensors support wireless communication standards

like ZigBee, Bluetooth. They have to be deployed within the radio connec-

tion coverage of brokers, or connected to another sensor which is covered by

a broker by means of an ad-hoc network. Sensor devices are responsible for

collecting environment data based on their sensing capabilities (e.g. tem-

perature, humidity) and sharing events (e.g. abnormal temperatures in a

fire alarm application) to interesting subscribers through the broker overlay.

Compared to sensors as data providers, the role of mobile phones is mainly

data consumers in the framework. Individual users can subscribe their in-

terests to particular events and receive event data after their subscriptions

through their mobile phones when they step into the coverage of any brokers

in the system. Some mobile phones might be equipped with sensor units as

well, so they can help with sensing jobs in the environment just as sensors.

Mobile phones usually support communication standards such as WiFi and

Bluetooth.

3.2 System Framework

The logical interconnection of brokers in our framework is build based on

a structured peer-to-peer overlay. The main benefit is to make the broker

overlay independent on the underlying network topologies. Any DHT pro-

tocol applying longest prefix matching in its routing strategy can be used

as the P2P overlay in our framework. We combine the basic local state in-

formation in a DHT node with information regarding space partitioning so

that location dependent routing strategy can be integrated with the original

KBR routing in the DHT protocol. We also add multicasting feature in

KBR routing in order to achieve low message overhead in the dissemination
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Figure 4: software hierarchy on broker node

of event notifications.

Figure 4 shows an overview of the software hierarchy on a single broker

node. The Connection tier contains various protocol stacks and drivers for

the underlying supported communication standards. The connection han-

dler component serves as a common interface to all these network protocol

APIs and makes communication standards independent to the upper DHT

overlay tier. Any longest prefix matching DHT protocol can be used in

our implementation for the DHT overlay. In addition to the DHT local

states like routing table, an extra local state, boundary list, is added for

storing the space partition results of the deployment area. The application

tier implements all the logics for a broker node in our framework, including

event matching, mobile client association and handover, message routing

and event data buffering. Dependent on the message being routed, three

types of message dissemination strategies are implemented.

• Location-based Multicast (LBM), used in the subscription installation
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process to propagate the subscription to multiple destination brokers

whose partition is overlapping with the target location area specified

in the subscription.

• Location-based Unicast (LBU), used in relaying the published event

to the broker node in whose partition the sensor client is located.

• ID-based Multicast (IDM), used in disseminating the matched event

notification to all the brokers to which there are interesting subscribers

attaching.

Since a broker serves not only as a gateway to the attaching mobile clients or

sensor devices, but also forms a distributed data storage for the framework.

On each broker node, certain amounts of spaces are allocated for four types

of data storage.

• Subscription Storage, used for storing client subscriptions with target

location area overlapping with the partition in charged by the hosting

broker.

• Client CoA Storage, used for storing the most current location infor-

mation of the clients who take this broker as their home broker.

• Client Profile Storage, used for storing the connection information

about each attached mobile client, including its client identity, IP ad-

dress and port. If a mobile client is disconnected, space for buffering

all the incoming event notifications to that client is allocated within

the client profile as well.

• Forward Pointers, used to pointing to another broker to which a mobile

client relocated.
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Figure 5: software hierarchy on client node

Details regarding the usage of different data dissemination strategies and

data storages are explained in chapter 5 and chapter 6.

Figure 5 shows the software components on a mobile client node. The soft-

ware hierarchy is divided into two tiers, the application tier and the connec-

tion tier. Similar to a broker node, a connection handler is capitalized to

make the difference of underlying communication standards transparent to

the upper tier applications. Mobile client application controls the tasks of

issuing subscriptions, receiving matched event notifications, triggering client

reconnection and relocation. A message buffer is allocated for storing all the

incoming event notifications. Received event notifications could be sorted in

the buffer if necessary and duplicated notifications could be discarded before

being presented to the user.

For sensor client nodes, the software hierarchy is almost the same as the

mobile client except that the logic implemented in the application tier is

different in that sensors normally can only be treated as a publisher in the

framework.
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4 Location Awareness

As mentioned before, introduction of location based information in our

sub/pub framework leads to a significant drop of message overhead for in-

stalling subscriptions, due to the fact that subscriptions are only propagated

to the areas within which an interesting event is specified instead of spread-

ing among all over the nodes in the network. In order to achieve this, we

add an extension to the DHT protocol applied in the overlay tier with an

extra local state, called boundary list, which stores information about the

deployment space partition in a distributed view on each broker node. In

the subscription installation process, messages are relayed by each broker

along the path according to their boundary lists. From end users’ per-

spective, a location-based subscription installation process enables them to

define their subscriptions of interesting events without any requirements of

pre-knowledge about the sensor devices being deployed. Hence, the frame-

work is relieved from a service detection phrase before each subscription

made from end users.

In addition to the reduction of message overhead, the location awareness

feature can improve the routing performance of DHT protocol as well by

exploring the proximity between the underlying topology and the DHT node

ID assignment. In our design, we apply a similar idea presented in paper

[21] to partition the deployment space and refine broker node ID assignment

based on its location.

In the following subtitles, we first give an explanation of the deployment

space partitioning strategy used in our design. Then we present the details

about the extra local state, boundary list, introduced into DHT protocol in
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the overlay tier.

4.1 Deployment Space Partitioning

It is assumed that each participant, sensors, mobile phones or brokers in

the system is aware of their own coordinates. Since sensors are deployed

statically, their coordinates can be pre-configured. For mobile phones, loca-

tion information can be acquired with the aid of technologies like GPS. The

basic idea of the framework presented here is that a topology-based node

id assignment strategy is applied in the P2P broker overlay and the whole

deployment space will be split into different partitions with continuous join

of new brokers. Each broker will take over one partition.

Figure 6 illustrates one possible space partitioning with 10 brokers after 4

times of partition. We have a 2-dimensional deployment space with X Y

coordinates from 0 to 100 and 10 brokers to be deployed. The join of a

new broker into the deployment space always results in a binary splitting

of one existing partition, which will lead to a kd-tree style space partition

result. The partition and ID assignment forms a hierarchical organization

according to the common prefix length of IDs. Each broker will take the ID

prefix of the partition in which it is located as the prefix of its broker node

ID. The broker node ID is the node ID in Pastry and will be used as the

destination key to route messages. Since we assign ID prefix according to

the location, it can ensure that if two nodes have adjacent node ID prefixes,

they should be geographically near to each other. This location-aware node

ID assignment reduces the difference between the DHT overlay routing path

and the physical path in the underlying network topology, therefore improves

message latency for routing.
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Figure 6: deployment space partition with 10 brokers

Figure 7: KBR routing with refined node id assignment
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Figure 7 depicts a routing scenario along 4 nodes deployed in a partitioned

space with digit of node ID in base 2. The message is routed from node

3021132 to node 1023113 in 3 hops, from which we can see good consistency

between the logical routing path and the underlying physical path. As a

result, the data latency of the message is reduced and routing triangle cases

are avoided.

4.2 Boundary List

In order to support location-based subscription installation in our frame-

work, an extra state, we call it ”boundary list” is added in a DHT node in

addition to its inherent local states like routing table.

The boundary list is a list with its size dependent on the level of the node

in the hierarchical partition. The ith element in the list stores the splitting

boundary to the partition which shares a common prefix in the first i bits

of its broker node ID to the current broker. Each element in the boundary

list is in the format of a triplet as below:

{Dimension, Coordinates, Direction}

The first field ”Dimension” is either ”X” or ”Y”, specifying the splitting is

done based on which dimension. The second field ”Coordinates” is a nu-

merical number which gives the boundary position based on the splitting

dimension. The last field ”Direction” indicates to which side of the splitting

the current broker is located. Possible values are ”INC” and ”DEC”, which

stand for direction of increasing on chosen dimension and direction of de-

creasing on chosen dimension respectively. For instance, the boundary list

of broker B0011 in figure 6 could be:
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{X, 56, DEC}, {Y, 53, DEC}, {X, 27, INC}, {Y, 20, INC}

The space partitioning strategy and the boundary list establishment can be

implemented in the DHT protocol by customizing the default behavior of

node join. When a broker joins, its broker node ID will be pre-assigned

according to in which existing partition it will be deployed. The new broker

can send a ”JOIN” message along with its assigned ID as the destination

key and its geographic coordinates to any existing broker in the overlay

and the message will eventually be routed to the broker who is in charge of

the partition with the longest matched prefix as the newly joining broker.

When the message is received by a broker, that broker will decide how

to split its partition based on its own coordinates and the coordinates of

the new broker attached in the message. A simple way of splitting is to

split on the dimension with larger difference in coordinates and split at

the mean position. The splitting broker will notify the new broker about its

splitting decision and therefore these two brokers can update their boundary

information according to the first different significant bit in their broker IDs.

The newly joining broker can get the boundaries of higher level splitting

from the broker whose partition is split. This boundary list will be used to

multicast subscriptions based on the target area of the subscriptions.

For modeling a 3D deployment space, as a result of an inherent characteristic

of the kd-tree, the same partition strategy can be applied with minor exten-

sion, to add one Z dimension in the representation of location coordinates.

Each element in the boundary list can therefore identify a split in either X,

Y or Z dimension. No change is required for the message routing protocols

presented in the following chapters. For similarity reasons, we only discuss

the implementation based on the 2D space.
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5 Publish/Subscribe Protocols

In this chapter we explain the routing protocols for subscription installation,

event publication and event data dissemination processes.

The subscription installation process implements a location-based routing

strategy by examining the target location area specified in the subscription

message header with the corresponding split in the current broker’s bound-

ary list in accordance to a level index each time the subscription message is

relayed. A copy of the subscription messages is routed to each broker whose

responsible partition overlaps with the target location area as a location-

based multicast (LBM).

Event publication process adopts a similar location-based message propaga-

tion strategy to forward event data to the broker within whose responsible

partition the event happens, but in a unicast manner (LBU).

As soon as the event data matches some subscriptions stored on the re-

sponsible broker, event notification messages encapsulating the event data

will be disseminated by the broker overlay to all the brokers to which the

interesting subscriber clients are associating, and from where the event noti-

fication will be sent to those clients. The event dissemination protocol is an

enhancement of multicast feature based on the ID-based Pastry P2P routing

protocol (IDM).

To give a clear view of the mechanism of our routing protocol and reduce

complexity, the routing strategies are presented within a scenario with only

static publishers and subscribers. The client mobility support will be dis-

cussed in the following chapter. In addition, we first present a client associ-

ation process before we come into the details of those routing protocols.
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5.1 Client Association

For each client in our framework, before it is capable of subscribing interest-

ing events or collecting matched event data through the broker overlay, it

must be associated to a broker and some information about the client, such

as a unique client identification, IP address and listening port, should be

registered on the broker, so that the broker overlay is aware of the current

location of the client and is able to forward the incoming subscribed event

data towards the right client.

The client association process is started from the client side. There are no

restrictions on how the client association process should be triggered. It

could be a manually issued request to connect to another broker with better

radio signal or an automatically reconnection configured by the wireless

access point detection module on the mobile devices. The only requirement

is that whenever a new connection to any brokers or a reconnection to the

same broker happens, an ”ASSOCIATE” message in the format of associate

= {ClientID, IP, Port, lastBrokerID} must be sent to the broker the client

is associated to. Field ”lastBrokerID” stores the ID of the last broker the

client was previously associated to. If it is the first time for the client to

associate with any brokers, this field is set to Null. This information is used

by the broker to decide the right action (handover or reconnection) to take

in a scenario with client mobility.

When the association request is received by a broker, it will allocate a block

of memory on its local storage for storing the client information. The allo-

cated memory block is called client profile for that client (refer to software

architecture of broker nodes in chapter 3). In addition to the client in-
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Figure 8: client association process

formation extracted from the association request message, a buffer for the

incoming event notification data is allocated in the client’s profile. The

buffer can be fixed length or allocated dynamically and implemented with a

FIFO queue or a priority queue depending on the application requirements.

When the client profile has been prepared, the broker will send a response

message back to the client indicating the end of the client association pro-

cess. In case of client mobility, this association process will be extended to

support the client reconnection, handover and the buffered message replay

capabilities.
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Figure 8 shows an example of the client association handling process with

client A starts to associated with broker B1000. When client detects the ra-

dio signal from B1000 and decides to connect to it, client A sends an ”ASSO-

CIATE” message associate = {ClientID=A, IP, Port, LastBrokerID=Null}.

After broker B1000 receives the message, it allocates a client profile area

in its local storage and send a response message back to client A. As a

subsequence of that client A is free to start subscriptions and receive corre-

sponding matched event notification data.

5.2 Subscription Installation

When an attached user client wants to subscribe for some events, the user

first has to register his/her interests to the broker overlay framework in

the format of subscriptions s = {sid, event id, area, filters}, where ”sid”

is a unique ID for each generated subscription of all users, ”event id” is a

unique ID for each possible event to be published in the system, ”filters”

is a set of attribute-value pairs (AVPs) defining filters to be applied on

a published event, therefore only interesting events will be disseminated

to the corresponding subscribers. Field ”area” describes a target location

area within which the subscription takes effect. For similarity, we model the

target area as a geographical cycle area = {x, y, radius}. The broker overlay

utilizes the ”area” field in the subscription routing algorithm to achieve a

location-based subscription installation.

The subscription is encapsulated as a ”SUB” message and sent by the user

client to the broker it currently attaches to. When the broker receives the

subscription s, it will transfer it to s’ = {sid, event id, area, filters, src bid}

by appending its own broker node ID as the source broker ID ”src bid” to
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subscription s. Then a subscription installation process will be triggered in

order to route the new ”SUB” message with source broker ID appended to

those brokers who are in charge of partitions overlapping with the target

location area specified in the message. The routing algorithm capitalizes on

the boundary list and the routing table on broker nodes and route the ”SUB”

to destination brokers in a location-based multi-hop multicast manner. The

routing algorithm is identified as below:

When a broker B receives a subscription S with target area A and an index

number i:

For each bj = jth element in the boundary list, j <= i <= length(boundary

list)

disj = distance(bj , A.center) //bj is the jth boundary line

If |disj| < A.radius //check if target area cross the jth boundary

S’ = copy of (S)

p[0 . . . j − 1] = B.prefix[0 . . . j − 1]//get B’s most significant j bits

p[j] = NOT B.prefix[j] //be different at the jth bit to B

p[j + 1 . . . lenght− 1] = 0 //set the rest part of ID to 0

send S’ to the node which shares the common prefix p with B in B’s

DHT routing table with index number i = j + 1

end If

End for

Check if the target area overlaps with B’s partition according to the last

dis value and the last boundary in the boundary list, if so, B stores the

subscription.

This LBM message propagation algorithm will check each split not has been

checked in the broker’s local boundary list to see if the target location area

is located on the other side of the split, overlapping with the split or on
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the same side. A level index is introduced here to prevent the routing path

from a loop. The level index i is set to 0 for the first hop block, namely the

broker from which the ”SUB” message is sent. For each subsequent broker

along the routing path, all splits in the broker’s local boundary list with list

position index less or equal to the current level index will be checked. If the

target location area is crossing a split (overlapping or on the other side), a

copy of the ”SUB” message will be sent to the broker whose ID shares at

least one bit longer prefix than the current broker ID. This next hop broker

ID prefix is computed by swapping the jth bit of the current ID and set all

the subsequent bits in the ID prefix to 0. The DHT local routing table is

then utilized to route the message to the next hop broker along with the

value of the level index being increased in accordance to the level of splits

has been checked. If the target location area is on the same side of the

split as the current broker, partially or completely, the current broker is one

destination and a copy of the ”SUB” message will be stored in the local

subscription storage of the broker.

Figure 9 illustrates a subscription installation scenario in which user client

A issues a subscription of event ”e1” to the target location {13, 75, 12},

which is geographically a cycle area overlapping with three space partitions,

”0100”, ”0110” and ”0111”. Client A first sends a subscription message

to its attached broker ”B1000”. Broker ”B1000” appends its broker ID

as source broker ID to the subscription message and starts routing with

level index i being initialized to 0. The split {X, 58, INC} is examined on

broker ”B1000”, through which broker ”B1000” is aware that the target

location is on the other side of the split. Broker ”B1000” checks its routing

table and finds broker ”B0011” is the next hop since the first bit in its
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Figure 9: subscription installation by LBM routing

node ID prefix is different to that of broker ”B1000”. So the subscription

message is forwarded from broker ”B1000” to broker ”B0011” with the level

index incremented by 1. Broker ”B0011” performs the same routine and

forwards the subscription further to broker ”B0110”. When broker ”B0110”

receives the subscription, it finds out the target location area overlaps with

the partitions in charge by itself and the other two partitions in charge by

its neighboring nodes ”B0100” and ”B0111”. Then broker ”B0110” stores

a copy of the subscription in its local subscription storage and forwards two

copies of the subscription message to two next hops with corresponding level

indexes respectively. Eventually broker ”B0100” and ”B0111” receive and

store the subscriptions in their local storage since the target location area

overlaps their partitions.
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Since the DHT KBR routing is used to forward message for each hop from

one broker to another, it can be deduced that this LBM routing strategy

for subscription installation process can survive any node failure along the

routing path. If the next hop broker fails down, the DHT KBR routing

applies a best effort strategy to send the message to a node as the next

hop either with a longer common node ID prefix or its node ID is numerical

closest to the target key. Another routing path will be formed and eventually

the message will arrive at the node whose ID is numerical closest to the target

key.

The introduction of location-based subscription propagation mechanism dra-

matically decrease the message overhead in the system due to the reason

that message does not have to be forwarded to all the neighbor brokers

for each hop along the routing path, compared to the spanning tree prop-

agation mechanism applied in [13]. Since the routing path forms a kd-tree

of broker nodes, the time complexity measured in number of hops for the

LBM subscription installation algorithm is log2 N , where n is the number

of brokers.

5.3 Event Publish

Events can be published by client nodes, such as sensors and mobile phones

equipped with sensing devices, in the format of e = {eid, loc, timestamp,

data}, where ”eid” is a unique event id for each sort of possible events being

published within the system. Field ”timestamp” indicates the time when

the event happened. Field ”data” is a set of AVPs enclosing the real sensing

data. In general, it contains a superset of attributes in its AVP set to the

”filter” field encapsulated in the client subscriptions of the same event. Field
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”loc”, in the format of loc = {X, Y}, specifies a geographic X Y coordinates

where the event happened.

When an event is captured by a sensing client node, the client can encap-

sulate the event information in a ”PUB” message and send the message to

its attached broker. The broker will examine the ”loc” field of the message

to see if the event happened within the partition the broker is in charge of.

Otherwise, the ”PUB” message has to be forwarded to the responsible bro-

ker in charge of the corresponding partition, since subscriptions to this event

are stored on that broker. It is important to notice that the attached bro-

ker is not necessary the broker responsible for the received ”PUB” message

due to the inconsistency of the space partitions and wireless radio coverage

scope. A sensing client node always publishes event data to a nearby at-

tached broker, but it is possible for the location where the event happens

to be located within another partition, different to the one of the attached

broker. Figure 10 shows an example of this case.

An event of type e1 happens at the location {15, 87}. Sensor B sends a

”PUB” message encapsulating the event data to its attaching broker, which

is B0100 in this case. On receiving the ”PUB” message, broker B0100 checks

the splits in its boundary list and is aware of that the event location is on

the other side of the split {X, 14, DEC}, so the ”PUB” message is forwarded

to broker B0111 along with a level index 3 because the second bit in its node

ID is different to that of the node B0100. B0111 does not have more split

to check, so it is the destination broker responsible for this ”PUB” message.

Similar to the location-based routing algorithm in subscription installation

process, the ”PUB” message will be routed based on the information in

the ”loc” field, boundary list and the DHT routing table on brokers, but
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Figure 10: event publication by LBU routing
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in a location-based multi-hop unicast manner. The routing algorithm is

identified as below:

When a broker B receives an event E with location area A and an index

number:

For each bj = jth element in the boundary list, i <= j <= length(boundary

list)

disj = distance(bj , A.center) //bj is the jth boundary line

If |disj| < A.radius//check if location area cross the jth boundary

p[0 . . . j − 1] = B.prefix[0 . . . j − 1]//get Bs most significant j bit

p[j] = NOT B.prefix[j] //be different at the jth bit to B

send E to the node which shares the common prefix p with B in B’s

DHT routing table with index number i = j + 1

Break

end If

End for

Check if the location area overlaps with B’s partition according to the last

dis value and the last boundary in the boundary list, if so, B is responsible

for the event.

The message propagation algorithm for event publishing is similar to that of

the subscription installation process, with only the exception that the event

message is relayed in a unicast manner. Since the location information

encapsulated in the ”PUB” message is a point within the deployment space,

only one instance of the ”PUB” message will be forwarded from a broker to

another. Next hop decision is made by checking the location point against

the corresponding splits indicated by the level index in the current broker’s

boundary list. Message is sent through the DHT KBR routing primitive.

The hop count for the event publishing algorithm is log2 N , which is related
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to the length of the broker node ID prefix in bits.

5.4 Data Notification

When a ”PUB” message is dispatched to its responsible broker, the encap-

sulated event information is matched against all the subscriptions to this

event currently stored on that broker. Following checks are carried out on

information of both the event and the subscription during the match proce-

dure.

• Matching of event ID

• Matching of location

• Matching of filters in subscriptions to the event data

The location matching checks if the event happened within the target loca-

tion area of a subscription by examining the ”loc” point is located in the

”area” circular scope. For each of the subscriptions being matched, a copy of

the event data will be disseminated by the broker overlay to the subscriber

client nodes, as a process of event notification.

Traditional DHT protocol does not support multicast in its KBR routing.

For the sake of reducing message overhead and leveraging the existing DHT

routing strategy, we introduce an ID-based multicast algorithm on overlay

level as an enhancement to the applied DHT KBR routing protocol. As a

result, event notification can be dispatched to all the interesting subscription

source brokers along the paths that shape a spanning tree. The ID-based

multicast is identified as below.
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When a broker B receives a notification N with destination ID list L:

For each {id, CL} in L: //CL is a client id list

Get next hop h in terms of B’s Pastry routing states

If h is not found //B is already a destination

Send a copy of the notification N(eid, data) to each client c in CL

else //has next hop which is more closer

If h is not in T // T is the next hop set

add h into T

end if

add current {id, CL} in T.h.destination

End if

For each h in T

Send a copy of the notification N(eid, data, T.h.destination)

End for

End for

The IDM algorithm is an enhancement to the KBR routing algorithm of

common DHT protocols. Multiple destinations are contained in the ”DEST”

field of the message in the format of a list with each element specifying an

interesting subscriber client and the ID of the broker it attaches to. For each

hop along the routing path, each of the broker IDs in the ”DEST” field is

a potential destination key and is examined against the local DHT routing

table to look up the node ID as the next hop. For each unique next hop

node ID, a copy of the data message is sent via the DHT message routing

primitive. The complete view of the routing path forms a spanning tree,

with the broker on which event is matched as the root node and the brokers

to which interesting subscriber clients are attaching as leaf nodes. When

the data message arrives at an attached broker, the client identifications
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Figure 11: event notification by IDM routing

contained in the ”DEST” field are looked up in the local client profile storage

and corresponding client association information is fetched. Copies of the

data message are sent towards the subscriber clients if they are currently

accessible. A data notification dissemination scenario with 4 subscriber

clients is shown in figure 11.

Broker B0111 is the node on which all subscriptions from clients A, B, C

and D are stored. An event happening at location {15, 87} is published

by sensor S and relayed to broker B0111 in a LBU ”PUB” message. As-

sume that all subscriptions are matched to this event data on broker B0111,

data notifications should be disseminated to all the destinations, which are
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[{1000, {A,B}}, {0010, C}, {0001, D}] in the format of DEST = [list of des-

tination D, where D = {BID, CID List}], where BID is the node ID of those

attaching brokers and CID List contains the client identifications associated

to the corresponding attaching broker. By applying the ID-based routing

strategy of the underlying DHT protocol, broker B0111 acquires two next

hop IDs. As a result, two copies with pruned ”DEST” fields are sent to next

hops, which are B0011 and B1100 respectively. The same routing decision

is made on each intermediate broker along the routing path until copies of

the event notification message reach all the target brokers with subscriber

clients attached. In this scenario, broker B1000 relays two copies of the

event notification message to client A and B respectively. Broker B0010

sends one data copy to client C and broker B0001 sends another copy to its

attached client D.

The IDM data notification algorithm leverages the inherent KBR routing

paradigm of DHT protocol and enhance it with the data multicast capability.

Because of the node failure tolerance feature of DHT routing protocols, this

IDM algorithm can survive any scenarios with intermediate node failure

along the data dissemination path. The bandwidth is saved due to the fact

that copies of the data are only propagated from the root node of a spanning

tree, which is the subscription matching broker node, to a set of leaf nodes,

which are brokers with interesting subscriber clients attached. The time

complexity in terms of message hop count is log2 N , which is the same as

the average hop count of most ID-based DHT routing protocols.
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6 Support for Mobile Clients

So far we have discussed about how to support static pub/sub clients at-

tached to our framework. In this chapter, the aforementioned client as-

sociation process and the data notification protocol will be extended for

supporting mobility of subscriber clients.

In a mobile scenario, clients can attach to different overlay brokers from

time to time with any length of disconnection duration. A mobile client

can reconnect to a previous attached broker after a period of disconnection,

or relocate to a new broker with better radio transmission when moving

close to it. In order for the overlay framework to be able to disseminate the

matched event notification data to interesting mobile clients, two problems

have to be addressed.

• Maintain the updated client locations, so the framework is aware of to

which broker is the mobile client latest attached.

• Handle the handover process when the mobile client attaches to an-

other broker, so that subsequential data can be redirected to the newly

attached node.

When designing a handover protocol for supporting mobile clients in pub/sub

system, the following aspects should be taken into account.

• No data loss during the handover process of a mobile client.

• Triangle routing problems should be avoided in the process of redi-

recting event data notification.
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• There should be a short latency before the first buffered package of

data is sent to the mobile client after a reconnection or relocation

happened.

• The mobile client should keep as less states as possible in order to

support mobile features together with the broker framework.

Two major solutions exist in the research so far. One is the sub-unsub so-

lution, which requires the relocation mobile client to take the responsibility

to unsubscribe the stale subscriptions on the old broker and explicitly re-

subscribe all its previous subscriptions on the new attaching broker. [17, 18]

are examples of this. Compared to the sub-unsub solution, our handover

protocol frees the mobile client from explicitly re-subscribe all its history

subscriptions when associates to a new broker node, which gives better re-

sponse time for buffered event data replay after client relocation.

The other is the home-broker solution. MobileIP is a notable solution of

this type, in which each client is assigned a home broker for maintaining its

location information. Mobile clients update their location information on the

home brokers by registering their new location each time they associate to

the broker system. Whenever a routing path is detected to be unreachable,

the new client location can be looked up in its home broker and redirected

to the registered new location.

Our mobility support solution is inspired by the MobileIP protocol. Instead

of building up the solution on the network layer as in MobileIP, we implement

our handover protocols on the application layer, which allows us to explore

the information from the P2P overlay.

In the following two sections we firstly introduce the client location registra-
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tion and lookup process which enables the framework to trace the locations

of mobile clients by storing replica of client location information on a number

of brokers in the framework. Then we present how mobile client reconnection

and relocation is handled efficiently by a handover protocol.

6.1 Client Location Registration and Lookup

Client location registration is a process for the framework to update the

location information of the mobile client whenever a reconnection or a re-

location of the client is happening. As shown in 5.1 (client association),

the attached broker will maintain a profile consisting of client identity, IP

address and port information, for the client it is associated with. Whenever

an event notification message is received by the broker, it will be sent to the

client according to the profile information of the client stored on the broker.

However, in a mobile scenario, the connection between the broker and the

attached client could be broken for any length of time in case of the mobile

client moves out of the radio connection coverage of the broker or being shut-

down due to power outage, and from which access point the mobile client

would reconnect to the broker overlay framework next time is unpredictable.

In this case, all clients should register or update their location information

to the framework each time they associate to any brokers.

In our design, we utilize the identity of the broker the mobile client is cur-

rently associating to as its location information. For each mobile client

participating in the system, its location can be represented by a mapping

from the client identity to the current location (attached broker ID) in the

format of cid -¿ bid. For ease of reference to this data structure, we name it

Care-of Address (CoA), which is a similar concept in the Mobile IP solution
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[19, 20].

In our broker overlay framework, we implement the storage strategy of client

CoA by utilizing the underlying overlay network as DHT storage. For each

client, its CoA information will be stored on the broker node whose node

ID is numerically closest to the hash value of the client identity. We name

the broker eventually storing the CoA of a client the Home Broker (HB) to

that client. Each time a mobile client associates to a broker, the broker will

compute a hash value by applying a hash algorithm to the client identity,

and store the client location information by routing a ”REG” message with

the new CoA attached to the home broker of the client. Whenever a broker

in the overlay framework loses the trace of the current location of a mobile

client, it can fetch the latest location of the client by routing a ”LOOKUP”

message with the client identity to the home broker by applying the same

hash algorithm on the client identity. Figure 12 shows a whole message flow

of client location registration and lookup process with one mobile client.

At time t0 mobile client A starts an association request ”ASSOCIATE” to

broker B1000, along with its client profile information. On receiving the

request, broker B1000 setup a profile in its local storage for mobile client A

and issues a ”REG” location registration message lrg = {HBID = 0110, CoA

= {A, 1000}} to the broker overlay framework. Here we assume that the

hash result of client A’s identity is 0110, therefore broker B0110 is the home

broker for client A. The ”REG” message is routed to broker B0110 by the

KBR routing protocol in a multi-hop manner and stored on broker B0110’s

local storage. In response to this ”REG” message, broker B0110 send back

a ”REGRESP” message to the attached broker B1000, indicating that the

CoA information of client A has been updated. The purpose of this response
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Figure 12: client location registration and lookup process
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message is to trigger a handover process on the attached broker in case of

client relocation is happened. If it happens to be a client reconnection,

the response can be simply discarded by the attached broker on receiving.

Details with respect to the triggering of a handover process will be discussed

in the following section.

Assume that at time t1 (t0 < t1), broker B1100 receives an event notification

for client A (B1100 could be one of the brokers client A has attached to).

Unfortunately it has no location state indicating to which broker client A

is attaching. In this case, broker B1100 can fetch the location information

from the CoA stored on client A’s home broker, which is B0110, by sending

a ”LOOKUP” message in the format of llkup = {HBID = 0110, cid = A}.

The message is routed based on the KBR routing protocol hop by hop.

On receiving this message, home broker B0110 will look up client A’s most

recent location by using client ID encapsulated in the message as a key.

The location information is a broker ID indicating the latest broker client

A has attached to. The home broker B0110 will send a response message

”LOOKUPRESP” back to the requesting broker B1100 with the location

information encapsulated. By means of this lookup process, broker B1100

is able to trace the latest location of client A and forward the buffered event

notification to that broker.

Above we show the feasibility of using the broker overlay as DHT storage

for tracing the location of mobile clients. But the information could be lost

by the framework as a result of home broker failure or departure. Another

defect is that the home broker could be geographically far away from the

brokers initiating a ”REG” message or a ”LOOKUP” message, which leads

to a large latency in the location registration process or the lookup process
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and is potential to increase the event notification latency dramatically in case

of mobile client relocation. Details will be discussed in the next section.

We solve this problem by introducing redundancy of client’s CoA storage in

the broker overlay framework. Instead of keeping CoA storage for each client

on a single home broker, we make k (k>=1) replicas of CoA on other brokers.

In this case, k different hash functions are applied to get k destination keys.

Each broker storing a replica of a client’s CoA information serves as a home

broker for that client. On location registration process, ”REG” messages

are multicast to all k home brokers, whereas on location lookup process,

”LOOKUP” messages are multicast to all k home brokers but the lookup

process ends as soon as the first ”LOOKUPRESP” message is received. The

multicast is carried out via the IDM multicast strategy presented in section

5.4 (Data Notification). An example of this refined registration and lookup

process with k = 3 is shown in figure 13.

After receiving the association request from client A, broker B1000 applies 3

hash functions to the client identification which results into 3 HB IDs, with

0110, 1100 and 0000 as prefixes respectively. Copies of ”REG” messages

are multicast to the three destination brokers via IDM multicast routing

discussed in the data notification section in the previous chapter. Assume

broker B0111 issues a lookup message to fetch the current location of client

A. ”LOOKUP” messages are multicast to the same three destination brokers

via IDM routing. Since the home broker B0110 is geographically nearest to

broker B0111 among all three home brokers of client A, its lookup response

message should first arrive at broker B0111. When the response message is

received, the lookup process terminates. Broker B0111 can continue to route

event data with the location fetched in the response message and discards
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Figure 13: refined location registration and lookup process with k CoA

replicas, k = 3
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the two subsequent lookup response messages from broker B0000 and broker

B1100.

6.2 Client Handover and Event Notification Redirection

A mobile client can associate to the broker overlay in two ways:

• Reconnection to the same broker after a period of optional absence.

• Relocation to another broker after a period of optional absence.

The absence of a mobile client could be caused by different reasons, such

as the client moves out of the radio coverage of the attaching broker or the

client initiates an association request to another broker nearby. During the

absence of a mobile client, all the event notification data targeting to the

client should be buffered on the broker the client latest attached to. There

should be no data loss and it is possible for buffered data to be replayed to

a new broker in case of mobile client relocation.

When designing a handover protocol for handling client mobility, a number

of performance matrixes should be taken into account.

• No data should be lost because of any defects of handover protocol if

enough storage space is guaranteed.

• There should be only a small latency for the mobile client to get the

first buffered data message after relocation.

• The triangle routing problem should be avoided or reduced to an ac-

ceptable amount by the handover protocol and the message routing

protocol.
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• The handover protocol should be general to different setup of the

framework and has few requirements on the mobile clients in terms

of hardware and software functionality.

The design concerns above are addressed in our handover protocol by the

introduction of the client location registration and lookup process mentioned

in the previous section, as well as some new types of message along with a

new data structure, called ”forward pointer” maintained on the broker local

storage. Forward pointer is a table with each element as a key value pair.

Keys in the table are client identifications, and corresponding values are bro-

ker node IDs, indicating the new attaching broker node for the client after

a commitment of relocation. Our handover protocol ensures that buffered

data will be replayed to the new location efficiently without any data loss

in terms of data latency. Subsequent matched event notification message is

redirected to the new attaching broker on demand, which means a location

update message is sent from a previous attaching broker to the event match-

ing broker only when some event data notifications are sent to the previous

attaching broker and required to be forwarded to the new attaching broker.

The procedure of mobile client relocation is shown in figure 14 as a sequence

diagram.

At beginning, client A associates with broker 1. The event matching broker

stores a subscription from client A with the broker 1 as the source broker.

Home broker of client A stores A’s CoA={A, broker 1}. All matched event

data are disseminated to client A via broker 1. At a later time, client

A becomes absent to broker 1. When the absence is detected by broker

1 after a number of failed data sending, broker 1 starts to buffer all the

incoming event data towards client A, so that they can be replayed when
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Figure 14: sequence diagram of mobile client relocation scenario
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client A becomes available again. Later on, client A starts an association

with broker 2. When broker 2 receives the association request, it is aware of

that client A is relocated from broker 1 by checking the last attaching broker

id encapsulated in the association message. In this case, a handover process

is triggered on broker 2 by means of sending a handover message to the

previous attaching broker after the new CoA information has been registered

on the home broker of client A. The handover message contains the DHT

node ID of broker 2. On receiving the handover message, broker 1 starts to

replay all the buffered event data that are targeting to client A to broker 2 as

well as sending an update message, containing the new location information

of client A to each broker from which at least an event data instance has been

buffered on broker 2. These brokers will update the source broker fields of

client A’s subscriptions in their local subscription storages. Therefore, new

event data will be redirected to the new location which is broker 2 in this

case. After broker 1 has replayed all the buffered data, it will clean up the

profile of client A in its local storage and add one slot in the forward pointer

table for client A with the forward pointer pointing to broker 2. If some

other brokers whose subscriptions of client A have not been updated send

event data to broker 1, broker 1 will use the forward pointer to forward

those event data messages to broker 2. Meanwhile, update messages will

be sent back to those not updated brokers so that their local subscriptions

can be updated. All new types of messages, including handover, event data

forwarding and update are sent by broker nodes via DHT KBR routing

primitives. Furthermore, if more than one broker nodes need to be updated,

the update message can be sent via the IDM multicast routing introduced

in the previous chapter.
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If the client relocates very frequently, there could be the case that several

attaching brokers exist. An event data instance could be redirected several

times by forward pointer histories on those intermediate brokers. Since

the client’s forward pointer on one broker will be cleaned up whenever the

client relocates back to this broker, loops are avoided among all intermediate

broker nodes in case of frequent client relocation. Event data can always be

forwarded to the current location correctly.

Another problem regarding the forward pointer table is that the number of

forward pointers keeps increasing with different mobile clients relocates from

time to time, and we are unaware of the safe time when a forward pointer

for a client can be removed from the table, due to the lack of knowledge

about how many matching brokers with subscriptions from this client exist

and have not been updated. Our solution is to allocate a fix size for this

forward pointer table and implement it as a priority queue based on the

time when the pointer has been inserted or last modified. If a new pointer

is to be inserted at the moment that the table is full, the pointer with the

oldest timestamp will be overwritten. If the new pointer already exists in

the table, the corresponding entry will be updated with the new forward

information as well as the timestamp, so that the entry becomes the newest

entry in the table. If a forward pointer has been overwritten by other a new

pointer, and an event data towards the overwritten client arrives, there is

no information about the next hop available on the current broker node. In

this case, the broker node can issue a lookup message to the home broker of

the client to acquire the current location of the client registered in its CoA

information.
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It is to be noticed that the update messages are sent lazily on the broker

node only when any event data has to be forwarded to the correct location.

Compared to the sub-unsub approach of client mobility support, relocating

clients do not have to reissue all its subscriptions when associating to a new

broker. The on demand update approach simplifies the relocation procedure

on mobile clients and significantly reduces the time needed for the client to

wait until the first replayed event data to arrive.

7 Simulations and Experiments

We have implemented our broker framework as a prototype pub/sub system

with the OverSim simulator [22, 23]. Pastry is used as the DHT protocol

implementation in the overlay tier and protocols of subscription installation,

event publication, data notification and mobility handover are built base on

the Pastry overlay. Performance is evaluated with the simulated network

with different size of the broker network along with various clients, such as

sensors, fixed clients and mobile clients.

In this chapter, we first introduce the OverSim simulator briefly, and then

we describe our experimental study and discuss the performance evaluation

results.

7.1 OverSim Simulator

OverSim is an open-source overlay and peer-to-peer network simulation

framework for the OMNeT++ [27] simulation environment. The simula-

tor contains several models for structured (e.g. Chord, Kademlia, Pastry)

and unstructured P2P systems and overlay protocols.
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Figure 15: software architecture for OverSim simulator

OverSim was developed at the Institute of Telematics, Karlsruhe Institute

of Technology (KIT) within the scope of the ScaleNet project funded by

the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The simulator is

actively developed and open to public under the GPL.

Figure 15 shows the overall hierarchies of software architecture for the Over-

Sim simulator. It consists of three layers.

• Underlay layer
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• Overlay layer

• Application layer

The simulator supports different kinds of underlying network models, namely

simple, single host and INET. In simple underlay model data packets are

sent directly from one overlay node to another by using a global routing

table. Packets delay between overlay nodes is calculated from the nodes’

distance in a two-dimensional Euclidean space. The INET underlay model

is derived from the INET framework of OMNeT++, which includes simu-

lation models of all network layers from the MAC layer onwards. A model

to simulate the physical layer of IEEE 802.11 networks is contained in the

INET framework and it is used to evaluate overlay protocols for wireless

networks.

Several overlay protocols have been implemented. Most of them are struc-

tured peer-to-peer protocols like Chord [24], Kademlia [25], Bamboo [26],

and Pastry. The communication between overlay and application makes use

of a common P2P API interface. Every overlay protocol which wants to use

this API has to provide a key-based routing interface (KBR) to the applica-

tion. Overlay protocols that implement a DHT can offer this service to the

application using the same interface.

Different applications based on the underlying P2P overlay can be built

in the application layer and implement own logic via the common KBR

routing interface to the underlying P2P layer. OverSim uses discrete event

simulation (DES) to simulate exchange and processing of network messages

based on the open source simulation framework OMNeT++. It is highly

modular. Application modules are defined in simple definition files called
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Figure 16: experiment implementation with Pastry

NED. Modules could be either compound modules, which are composed

from other modules, or simple modules, which are directly implemented in

C++. Message communications between modules are implemented via gate

connections.

7.2 Implementation

Pastry is a DHT protocol implementation which applies longest prefix match-

ing in its routing decision. A brief introduction of Pastry protocol is shown

in the first chapter. In our experiment, Pastry is used as the DHT overlay

implementation in the overlay tier of our framework. From figure 16 one can

see how the three routing strategies, LBM, LBU and IDM are layered on top

of Pastry together with the boundary list as a location based enhancement.

The dashed part is key components implemented in our framework. Arrows

indicate the interaction between different components. Two location based

routing strategies require space partition information from the boundary list
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in order to compute the broker ID prefix for the next hop. Messages such

as subscription propagation, k-location registration and update messages in

support of client mobility are implemented based on the LBM routing. IDM

multicast strategy makes use of the Pastry local state, namely the routing

table and the leaf set, to merge copies of event notification messages in terms

of different next hops. All three routing strategies send messages through

the Pastry API, which will apply a KBR routing based on the Pastry local

state. Following APIs are provided by Pastry.

• route(msg,key) causes Pastry to route the given message to the node

with node ID numerically closest to key, among all live Pastry nodes.

• send(msg,IP-addr) causes Pastry to send the given message to the

node with the specified IP address, if that node is live. The message

is received by that node through the deliver method.

• deliver(msg,key) called by Pastry when a message is received and the

local node’s node ID is numerically closest to key among all live nodes,

or when a message is received that was transmitted via send, using the

IP address of the local node.

Broker applications in the upper layer can send messages via Pastry API

directly as well. The handover message introduced in the client mobility

support is of this type.

A way for improving the routing efficiency of Pastry is mentioned in paper

[7]. The idea is basically to divide the m-bit node ID by digit length of b

instead of only 1 digit, which in turn results into a numbering system with

base 2b. The routing table is then squeezed into m/b rows with 2b entries in

each row. So the average time complexity of routing in terms of hop count
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is reduced from log2 N to log2b N . This feature is inherited by the IDM

routing strategy in our framework. As digit length of node ID increases, the

hop count of routing the event data notification deceases. It is worthy of

noticing that, the hop count of two location based routing strategies will not

be affected with the change of the digit length of node IDs, due to the reason

that they rely on the length of the effective node ID prefix, which is equal

to the number of split levels in the space partition, to route messages. The

impact of different values of digit length will be shown in the experiment

results presented in the following sections.

In all the following experiment runs, the size of the Pastry leaf set on all

broker nodes are set to 8. Results of routing latency are measured based on

three different digit lengths of node IDs, 1, 2 and 4.

7.3 Overview of Experiments

Two categories of experiments are made in our work for scenarios with only

static publish/subscribe clients and scenarios with mobile clients.

The aim of the experiments with only static clients is to evaluate the three

basic routing strategies in our design, in terms of data propagation latency

and message overhead. Two scenarios are set up targeting at the subscrip-

tion installation process and the event notification dissemination process.

In each scenario, message hop count is taken as the metrics for message

latency measurements. Message overhead is counted as the total number of

application level messages generated within a scenario run. Different bro-

ker overlay sizes are applied in different runs to show how the message hop

count and overhead will be affected with the growth of number of nodes in
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the network.

The purpose of the experiments with mobile clients is to verify that the

mobility support protocol works properly, and is able to redirect the routing

path to the new location efficiently. Random mobility pattern will be applied

for all the involving clients to simulate spontaneous client reconnection or

relocation situations. Event data is published by a static publisher client in

a fixed rate. Message latency is calculated as the end-to-end duration from

the publisher client to each subscriber. Results are analyzed in order to see

the change in message latency which is affected by client relocation and the

length of time clients are absent to the broker overlay network. The impact

of mobile client relocation to the size of data storage is also shown in the

measurements.

A Python script is used to generate a random deployment map of the broker

overlay network with different numbers of nodes in a deployment space.

For simplicity reason, broker nodes are configuration automatically via the

information generated by the Python script, including splits loaded into the

boundary list on each node, node IP address and assigned node IDs, node

geographic coordinates etc.

Since the topic of node join and failure in the broker overlay network is not

covered in our work, we apply no churn option for the configuration of P2P

broker overlay behavior, which keeps all the broker nodes alive during the

whole lifecycle of an experiment run.

Concrete experiment results will be presented and analyzed in the following

two sections.
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7.4 Experiment for Static Clients

We measure the performance of basic routing protocols for subscription in-

stallation process and event data notification process in our experiment bro-

ker overlay framework. The experiment is run in different size of the broker

overlay (8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56 and 64) with only static clients. Performance

metrics includes message latency for both pub/sub protocols and the mes-

sage overhead on system level. Message latency is measured in hop count.

Message overhead is calculated as the total number of messages generated

during the message dissemination process in the application layer, including

data message and the corresponding acknowledgements. Measurement re-

sults are collected from runs with different settings of digit length of a single

Pastry node ID equal to 1, 2 and 4 respectively, which results into a total

number of 24 runs for each experiment of sub/pub processes.

The setup of the experiment for measuring subscription installation process

consists of the broker overlay and a single static client acting as a subscriber.

The client generates 1000 subscriptions in a fix data rate with random target

location area and sends these subscriptions to the broker overlay via its

attaching broker. The target location areas are generated in accordance

to a normal distribution model within the 2D deployment space. Message

latency is measured in end-to-end hop counts starting from the subscriber

client to all the destination brokers in which those subscriptions will be

stored.

In the experiment setup of event notification, a static client is chosen as

the publisher client, who will publish 1000 event data instances in every

30 seconds. The event matching function is mocked up by a stub program
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Figure 17: average message hop count for LBM routing

on the broker where the events are matched against all the subscriptions.

This mockup code will each time generate a list of destination broker IDs to

which corresponding event data will be routed to. The destination broker

IDs are chosen randomly from all valid broker IDs currently in the system

with a limit of maximal 10 unique destinations for each event message. Data

latency is measured in message hop counts from the attaching broker of the

client to each destination.

7.4.1 Subscription Installation

The first sub-figure of figure 17 presents the average message latency in

hop counts for the subscription installation experiment with different bro-
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ker overlay size and settings of node ID digit length. The average hop count

is calculated as the sum of message hop counts divided by the total number

of destination brokers that have received at least one subscription. The the-

oretical value hop count complexity for most P2P KBR routing protocols

(log2 N) is printed in the figure as well for a performance reference. The

corresponding maximal hop counts measured during all the runs of the sub-

scription installation experiment are presented in the second sub-figure of

figure 17. The last sub-figure of figure 17 gives the stand deviation of the

message hop counts statistical results.

As shown in figure 17, the values of the average hop count increase logarith-

mically with the growth of the broker overlay size and keep much lower than

log2 N as a result of the average effect of random subscription generation.

It worthies noticing that the average hop counts measured under different

settings of node ID digit length has no effect on the results under the same

size of the broker overlay. As explained in chapter 7.2, the reason is that

the subscription installation protocol routes message based on the target

location information in the message and the space partition condition. If the

DHT routing table is complete, there is only one hop each time the message

is forwarded between brokers. Multiple hops can happen only when the local

DHT routing table is not complete and KBR routing strategy is applied to

forward the message to the next hop. This can also be observed in figure

17 that the maximal hop count values captured could be larger than log2 N

hops, since at some broker nodes in our runs of the experiment, the local

Pastry routing table may not be complete and KBR is used in those cases.

Figure 18 depicts the number of application layer messages generated for a

single hop during all runs of the subscription installation experiment. The
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Figure 18: message overhead for LBM routing

value is calculated as the total number of application layer messages divided

by the sum of message hop counts. The values increase logarithmically from

around 2.6 under overlay with 8 brokers to approximately 4.5 under overlay

with 64 brokers. Due to the same reason as for the message latency, different

settings of node ID digit length have no effect on the message overhead.

7.4.2 Event Notification

Figure 19 shows the average message latency in hop counts for the event

notification experiment with different broker overlay size and settings of

node ID digit length. The average hop count is calculated as the sum of

message hop counts divided by the total number of destination brokers that

have received at least one notification data instance. The curve of log2 N is
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Figure 19: average message hop count for IDM routing

printed in the figure for a performance reference.

It is seen from the figure that the values of the average hop count increase

logarithmically with the growth of the broker overlay size and keep much

lower than log2 N as a result of the average effect of random destination

generation. But different to the subscription installation protocol, the aver-

age hop counts are affected by the settings of digit length for broker node

ID. With the increase of digit length, the average hop counts decrease for all

different size of broker overlays. This vision is consistent to the expectation

since the event notification dissemination protocol in our design is a multi-

cast enhancement to the original P2P KBR routing. As the digit length is

increasing, the local DHT routing table is squeezed to that with less number

of rows and more number of columns, which leads to the expansion of nodes

being looked up in each hop and the routing path being shortened.
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Figure 20: message overhead for IDM routing

The number of application layer messages generated for a single hop during

all runs of the subscription installation experiment is shown as in figure

20. The Y axis value is calculated as the total number of application layer

messages divided by the sum of message hop counts. The values increase

logarithmically. A larger value for the node ID digit length can reduce the

message overhead. In the three runs with digit length set to 1, 2 and 4

respectively, the numbers of messages generated for each hop are all at 2

under overlay with 8 brokers. For digit length equal to 1, the statistic ends

up with over 3.4 under overlay with 64 brokers, while for digit length equal

to 2 has a better result around 3.3 under the same size of broker overlay

and for the digit length equal to 4, the message overhead has been reduced

to around 3.0.
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7.5 Experiment for mobile Clients

The performance metrics we measured for the client mobility support ex-

periment are as follow.

• Event data dissemination latency for each event instance in case of

buffered because of the client absence and directly delivery when clients

are associated.

• Extra message overhead for supporting client mobility and handover.

• Space of message buffer on brokers in case of client association and

de-association.

Similar to the configuration of the static experiment, 8 runs of the experi-

ment are setup with the same sequence of overlay size. The digit length of

broker node ID is set to 4. For each run, one static client is placed randomly

in the deployment space serving as a publisher and 32 mobile clients are

generated by the map generation script with random start location points.

These 32 mobile clients are all subscribers and will move around randomly

within the 2D deployment space. The mass mobility pattern implemented

in the INET framework of OMNeT++ is applied to these mobile clients.

The mass mobility pattern specifies that a mobile client will try to move

straight forward for a period between 100 seconds to 200 seconds and then

turn to another direction with no more than 30 degrees and repeat the pro-

cess again. This setting is to ensure that the area being covered by the client

mobility can be more uniformly distributed.

Client association with different brokers is handled by an association strat-

egy. For each mobile client, if the distance between the client and the broker
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Figure 21: number of client associations for all simulation runs

it currently attaches to is larger than a specified threshold, the client is al-

lowed to associate with another broker or re-associate to the same broker

when they are close enough. This strategy is to prevent a mobile client from

the frequent changing of its association with brokers. This association strat-

egy is independent to the broker overlay size and the distribution of broker

placements within the deployment space. Figure 21 depicts the number of

client association times during all runs of this experiment under different

size of broker overlays. The curve keeps fluctuating with no impact from

the overlay size.

The static publisher client is set to publish interesting events to all the

mobile clients every 10 seconds. A total number of 1000 event instance will

be published. If a mobile client is detected as absent on an attaching broker,

the event data will be buffered on that broker. Whenever a re-association

or a relocation of the mobile client is happening, all buffered event data

will be replayed to the mobile client through the new attaching broker. In

order to measure the deviation of the event data latency end-to-end from

the publisher to mobile subscribers, the data latency is measured as time

difference between the time at which the data is received by the subscriber
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and the time at which the data is published. We use the simple underlying

network model in the OverSim framework in that its strategy for calculating

the message delay is proportional to the distance between the placement of

two nodes in the network.

7.5.1 Event Notification Latency

In order to measure the data latency for event notification within a scenario

with mobile clients and to verify the impact on the data latency caused

by client relocation, we timestamp each event data instance both at the

time the event is published by the publisher client and the at the time a

copy of the event notification message is received by each interesting mobile

subscriber client. The data latency is calculated as the difference between

these two timestamps. In addition, whenever client relocation or reconnec-

tion happens, the time when an ”ASSOCIATE” is sent by a client is also

recorded, so it could be used to show the latency for replaying the buffered

data by means of a comparison to the time when each event data instance

is received.

Figure 22 shows a statistical result collected on one of the mobile clients from

a run with the broker overlay size equal to 24. The X axis is the time line

starting from 200 to 1200 and Y axis shows the end-to-end delay collected

for each event data instance. The reconnection and the relocation time for

the mobile client are shown as a dashed line parallel to the Y axis. During

the time period, the mobile client relocates 3 times and has been associated

with 4 different brokers. Since the client each time relocates to a new broker

immediately before it moves out of the connection scope of the previous

broker, there is almost no absence time for this client in this case. As a
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Figure 22: message latency on mobile client with short absent time

result of this, no event notification towards this client is buffered on any of

the brokers. The data latency shown in the figure is collected when the client

associates with different brokers and is well classified into different levels

and obvious gaps can be observed at the moment relocation is triggered. In

addition, the data latency of the first message collected immediately after

relocation could go into two possibilities. One is that the value will be at

the same level as other results collected for the client attaching to the same

broker. This is due to the reason that the message has already been sent out

by the broker on which the event is matched against subscriptions, when the

update message of the client’s new location arrives and information of source

brokers in relevant subscriptions are updated. So the message is routed to

the old source broker and then forwarded by that broker to the new attaching

broker, and as a result this, the data latency for this message in this case
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Figure 23: message latency on mobile client with long absent time

is the sum of old routing period and the data forwarding period, which will

be a little bit higher than the data latency collected via the old broker. For

all the subsequent event notification messages, the new routing path will be

applied. The other is that, the message is sent out by the matching broker

after the information of source brokers in relevant subscriptions have been

updated. Therefore the message will be routed along a new path directly

to the new location. In this case the data latency will be the same as other

values collected via the new broker.

Figure 23 shows the data latency collected from another mobile client in the

same run with 24 brokers. Different to the previous mobile client, this client

experiences a period of time of absence to the radio connection coverage of

the broker overlay. During the absence time, all event notification message

sent towards the client will be buffered on the broker the client last attaches
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to and forwarded by the broker to a new broker when the client re-associates

to another broker and updates its CoA information in the broker overlay. It

is shown in the figure that immediately after the first 3 times of relocation;

some messages have been received at almost the same time. These are the

buffered messages and are all replayed to the new broker as soon as the

mobile client re-associates to the broker overlay. There is a 10 seconds gap

between each two consecutive buffered messages, which is equal to the event

publication rate of the publisher client.

From the statistical results above, we can draw the conclusion that the data

latency for event data dissemination in our framework mainly depends on the

number of hops along a DHT routing path. The routing triangle problems

are avoided by the on-demand routing path updating strategy which leads

to only few messages sent right before the relocation process will be routed

via the previous attaching broker. The routing path will be adjusted as soon

as a message has been sent out still towards the old source broker in case

of mobile client relocation. Buffered messages can be replayed to the new

location with very little delay when a client handover process is triggered.

7.5.2 Message Overhead

For each simulation run with different broker overlay size, we measure the

extra message overhead for the handover protocol in addition to the message

overhead measurement in those scenarios with only static clients presented

in the previous section.

Figure 24 illustrates the results of handover message overhead measured

for all simulation runs of setup with different broker overlay size in client
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Figure 24: message overhead for handover process

mobility scenarios. X axis shows the size of the broker overlay. Y axis

depicts the average number of handover messages generated by the broker

overlay for one client relocation. Each measurement value is calculated as the

ratio of the sum of the number of handover messages, including ”Handover”

message, ”Lookup” message, ”Update” message and the respective response

messages, to the number of relocation times for all the mobile clients. As the

size of the broker overlay grows, the handover message overhead increases in

a logarithmic manner. The result is as expected since all handover messages

are disseminated by the broker overlay via the corresponding DHT routing

protocol applied.

7.5.3 Storage Overhead

In this section, we present the measurement results for storage overhead

on the broker node in case of client mobility. As explained in chapter 3.2,

the storage on each broker node is divided into four different categories

according to the usage: the subscription storage, the client CoA storage,

the client profile storage and the forward pointers.
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Subscription storage stores all the subscriptions with encapsulated location

area targeting at the partition in charge by the broker. The storage load is

not evenly distributed among all the broker nodes in our design and depends

on the client interests. For partitions with very interesting events being

published, the subscription load could be much higher than other broker

nodes. However, new brokers can be deployed which results into a new split

of the partition and a reduction on the subscription load on the previously

existing broker since some subscriptions whose target location area only

overlaps with the new sub-partition will be transferred to the newly deployed

broker.

The client CoA storage is used to store the location information for each

client associating to the broker overlay. The CoA information of a client

will be stored on k nodes whose node IDs are closest to the k hash keys of

the client identity, if a k replica strategy described in chapter 6 is applied.

Introduction of the k replica strategy make it possible for the broker overlay

to survive loss of client CoA information and relieves the CoA storage load on

broker nodes from a non-uniformly distribution in that replicas of a client

CoA information will be stored on k nodes whose node IDs are neither

numerically nor geographically close to each other as a result of applying

multiple hash functions.

With regard to the forward pointer, the size of the forward pointer storage is

statically allocated on each broker node. The configuration implemented in

our simulation is changeable by the system administrator in accordance to

the size of the broker overlay and the number of associating sub/pub clients.

As explained in chapter 6.2, old slots in the forward pointer table could be

overwritten by the new pointer values when there is an overflow.
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Figure 25: client profile storage size change

The last one is the storage of client profiles. As shown in chapter 3 and

chapter 5, the profile for each associated client consists of client connection

information and a buffer allocated for storing all the incoming event no-

tification data towards that client. In a scenario with client mobility, the

usage of the client profile storage on each broker keeps changing from time

to time. Figure 25 shows an example for the whole client profile storage on

a sampled broker during the simulation run with 24 brokers.

X axis in both two sub-graphs show the sampled time period from 200 to

1200. The curve shown in the first sub-graph stands for the number of mobile

clients associating to the sampled broker during the experiment time. For

each client, a client profile will be allocated. If the client become absent to

this broker, the profile for that client will be released. The second sub-graph

illustrates the total number of buffered event data instances on the sampled
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broker within the measurement time period. The curve keeps fluctuating for

the reason that the received event notification message will be delivered to

the targeting client immediately when the client is associating to the broker.

Since the publisher client generates event in a fixed rate, the total number of

buffered messages showing in the graph always grows or declines in portion

to the number of mobile clients currently associating to the sampled broker,

if there is no client absent from the communication coverage scope of the

broker.

Around time 620, the last associated client becomes inaccessible. The incom-

ing event data messages towards that client are accumulated in the profile

storage of that client, as a result of this, a sharp increase of the total number

of buffered messages can be observed in the graph starting from that time.

At time around 750, the number of buffered messages drops to 0 due to the

reason that the mobile client relocates to another broker node and all the

buffered messages on this sampled broker are replayed to the new broker

node.

8 Discussion and Future Work

In this chapter, we will have first a few discussions on our framework design

with respect to the load balance and fault tolerance. And then, we move on

to the list of future works which have not been covered in this report.

8.1 Load Balance

The load balance among all the broker nodes in the system could be affected

by the following factors.
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• The deployment space is split into a kd-tree like partition and the

partition result will affect the load balance on broker nodes from two

aspects. On one hand, we apply a heuristic strategy each time we

split a partition into two, which will take the median coordinator val-

ues between two involved brokers as the split position, so that the load

on within the big partition before splitting can be evenly distributed

between the two new sub-partitions with the assumption that attach-

ing sensors are randomly deployed near the two brokers. On the other

hand, the balance of the kd-tree will also affect the hop count deviation

in the LBM routing. If the kd-tree is not well balanced, a potential

problem caused by this could be that some subscription messages tar-

geting at a broker node which is deep in the splitting level will have

more hops compared to the situation that the kd-tree partition is well

balanced. However, fewer hops are also possible if the targeting broker

node is on the high level of the splitting hierarchies. Since we assume

that user will subscribe to different target locations randomly in our

experiment, the average hop counts we have measured with both bal-

anced and imbalanced partitions are close.

• In our measurements, we assume that the user interests are distributed

evenly in the deployment space. But in reality, there could be some

hot spot places with more interesting events happening. In this case,

the target location areas specified in the user subscriptions are not

randomly anymore, which will lead to a imbalanced distribution of

subscriptions among broker nodes. Here we make a compromise be-

tween the load balance and the event notification latency. The LBM

routing will route a subscription to a broker, within whose partition
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an interesting event could happen. The event matching will be carried

out on that broker, which is closest to the corresponding publisher.

Triangle routing is avoided by means of this and a better message

latency can be observed.

• The number of clients associating with a broker is a major factor of the

load on the broker node. Allocated resource for a client will only be

released when the broker network detects that the client has relocated

to another broker. Since the mobility pattern of mobile clients are

completely random, no methods can guarantee that there is no bias on

number of associated clients among brokers. However, our P2P overlay

can relief the suffering by deploying a new broker into the high load

partition, so that a part of the client associations will be transferred

to the newly join node together with their allocated resources. The

proposal of implementing the node join process has been discussed in

the Pastry introduction part in the first chapter.

• The refined node id assignment strategy based on the space partition

will cause the id based information, such as client CoA, not to be

distributed uniformly in the broker overlay, due to the reason that

we explore the consistency between the id space and the underlying

network topology. However, this is a compromise between the load

balance and the routing efficiency as well.

8.2 Fault Tolerance

We have addressed the fault tolerance in our design in two aspects. One

is that all the routing protocols we apply in our framework can suffer from
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node failures along the routing path, as a result of that all these routing

strategies are built on top of the DHT KBR routing. The KBR routing

applies the best effort strategy in each hop. Whenever the next hop node

fails, the current node will find a node from its node local states and is alive

in the system with its node id closest to the destination key.

The other is that the k-replica improvement for client CoA storage intro-

duced in chapter 6 can prevent the data loss from home broker node failure.

K duplicated copies of client location information are stored distributed in

the broker overlay network and all can be accessed by other brokers via the

lookup messages during the event notification routing.

8.3 Future Work

The framework we presented in this report is our first step to design a

data gathering system which integrates WSNs with personal mobile devices.

There are a number of aspects we still need to investigate into.

The space partition strategy we apply in our work forms a kd-tree like parti-

tion hierarchy. However there could be some other space partition strategy

which helps to assignment the broker ids in the P2P overlay heuristically so

that the consistency between the DHT overlay id space and the underlying

network topology can be explored. As mentioned in the previous section,

we make a compromise between the load balance and the routing efficiency

by means of such partition strategy. Given a proven routing complexity,

the improvement in load balance aspects should be further investigated by

means of other space partition strategies.

In the experiment, we implement a system prototype based on Pastry. Other
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longest prefix matching DHT protocol, such as Kademlia and Bomboo can

also be used in the overlay tier in our framework. System performance

with different DHT protocol implementations should be further studied and

compared with each other.

The topic regarding how fault tolerance can be supported on the event of

node join and departure in our framework has not been covered in this

report. As a inherent property of P2P system, node join, departure and

recovery can be naturally supported by the routing and put/get primitives

of the system. However, we need to more concerns regarding how to handle

the application data, such as user subscriptions, ongoing event data, on

relevant broker nodes in these situations. The basic idea is that each broker

nodes can replica some of its local states on other neighbor brokers, whose ids

are close to it. When this broker fails, publishers and subscribers attaching

to it will lose the association. The partition belonging to this broker can

be taken over by a neighbor broker with the closest node id. Data flows

to the failed broker will be temporarily handled by the taking over broker.

No special aid is necessary in this case, since the data flow targeting at

the failed broker will be redirected to the taking over broker via the same

destination key. If the failed broker recovers, the newly added local states on

the taking over broker should be able to be transferred automatically to the

recovery broker. We can see that strategies regarding the local states and

data transferring in the node join, departure and recovery scenarios have to

be further studied in order to support those features safely and efficiently.
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9 Conclusion

The data gathering framework we have presented in this report integrates

both static WSNs and mobile devices through the deployment of a P2P

broker network overlay. The node ID assignment is refined in accordance

to a space partition strategy, which explores the consistency between IDs of

nodes in the P2P overlay and the geographic positions of nodes in the un-

derlying network topology. Publish/subscribe paradigm is used to facilitate

the communication between data producers and consumers. Subscriptions

to specified target location areas from personal mobile devices can be in-

stalled into the framework through a location-based routing protocol, which

utilizes a local boundary list on each broker node to route subscription mes-

sages to the destination brokers according to its target location. Event data

is published by static sensors or mobile devices with sensing capabilities

to the associating brokers and dispatched by the framework in ID based

multicast to the corresponding subscribing clients.

Furthermore, client mobility is supported by the framework through a client

location registration and updating protocol and a client relocation handover

protocol. All of them are based on the inherent KBR routing of DHT. The

work is inspired by the MobileIP solution but implemented in the applica-

tion layer to extract the generalization of underlying network layers. The

distributed data storage property of structured P2P overlay is leveraged to

implement the mobile client location tracing capability along with a loca-

tion registration, updating and lookup protocol. When a mobile client is

relocating to another broker node, handover is triggered to redirect subse-

quent data messages to new location without any loss and replay buffered
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data during client absence to the client. Location update is carried out on

demand with the assistance from local forward point information on the old

broker node.

Our simulation results, based on different setup of broker overlay network

size, indicate that the routing latency and message overhead of the sub-

scription installation process and the event data dissemination process are

efficient and increase logarithmically as the growth of broker network size.

Results of the simulation with mobile clients show that the message routing

can be adapted to the path to the new location in time and the triangle

routing scenario is successfully avoided. Messages can be buffered during

the client absence to the broker network and replayed rapidly to the client

as soon as the client is associated to another broker node. Similar to the

P2P KBR routing, extra messages for the mobility support increases loga-

rithmically to the growth of network size. The size of data storage on each

broker node is affected by the number of clients attaching to it, the volume

of incoming data messages and the length of client absence time.
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